iQ.Suite Easy Move
Migrate from IBM Domino to Microsoft
Exchange and Office 365 successfully
Features

The platform matters

 Analyse existing environment

There’s one topic at the top of the agenda for many businesses right
now: How best to modernise the existing email environment. The
focus is on moving from IBM Domino to Microsoft Exchange or Office
365. The email experts at GBS will support you with your project!

 Define migration path
 Convert iQ.Suite from
IBM Domino to
Microsoft Exchange /
Office365
 Set up Microsoft Exchange
infrastructure
 Plan and execute mailbox 		
migration including calendar, 		
tasks and personal contacts
 Training for IT staff
 Support for license
management

From analysing the existing infrastructure, assisting with license management and ultimately to the actual migration of iQ.Suite and mail
servers, GBS is at your side with in-depth know-how. Rely on GBS’s
knowledge of best practices and the extensive experience acquired in
countless projects.

A single source
Migrating successfully from IBM Notes/Domino to Microsoft Exchange
or Office 365 means having all the right tools and an expert’s know
ledge at your fingertips. GBS provides you with the ideal combination
of solution know-how and experience.
Analysing existing email infrastructure is the first step. The resulting
recommendations build the basis for a trouble-free migration. Thanks
to iQ.Suite‘s multi-platform capability, converting from IBM Notes/
Domino to Microsoft Exchange is a trouble-free undertaking. Should
you opt for Office 365, you’ll have the choice between cloud or hybrid
operation. Our email experts will help you to transfer the configuration and corresponding email rules to the Microsoft world. A matter
of course for GBS: The new installation and subsequent transition to
productive operation are tested extensively.
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iQ.Suite Easy Move
Platform change made easy

Benefits

A smooth move – from start to finish

 Comprehensive solution
know-how and services from
a single source

Our Microsoft specialists not only carry out the iQ.Suite move itself,
they take on the underlying server infrastructure as well. The
IBM Domino messaging environment is transferred to the Microsoft
Exchange world and the migration encompasses calendars, tasks
and personal contacts in addition to the mailboxes. Meaning that all
data is retained and uninterrupted operation in the new environment is
ensured.

 Consideration of individual
messaging environments
 Seamless migration of
email environment and
infrastructure
 Trouble-free coexistence of 		
IBM Domino applications and
Microsoft Exchange

In order to get the most out of your new environment, we recommend
subsequent instruction and training in the new technologies. Our
Microsoft experts will convey the background knowledge about
Microsoft Exchange and Office 365 and show you how to implement
secure email management in the Microsoft world

 Cost reduction with intelligent
license management

Minimise licensing costs
Managing IBM and Microsoft licenses is a complex subject. Particularly when changing platforms, the challenge is to avoid over, under or
double licensing. Sound advice is absolutely essential.

About GBS

GBS’s experience and assistance will simplify the process. Let us
analyse your current licensing model, support you in implementing
your new environment, make the conversion as smooth as possible
and keep licensing expenses to a minimum.

GBS is a leading provider of
solutions and services for the
Microsoft and IBM collaboration
platform.
More than 5,000 customers and
4 million users worldwide trust in
the expertise of GBS.
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